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HEAD IN THE STARS, FEET IN THE VINEYARD
by Amanda Beasley

I’VE MANAGED to go to the

wrong room on my arrival at Mt

Stromlo Observatory. It’s been years

since I’ve needed to go to Brian’s

office, and it turns out he’s not there

anymore.

I’m directed through the beauti-

fully restored Commonwealth Solar

Observatory building to his new

office, replete with crisp white walls,

and fresh carpet.

Brian Schmidt, Professor, Fed-

eration Fellow, shows me his hands.

They’re purple.

“I pressed my grapes today,” he

says. He has high hopes that due to

the rain in December and January,

this year’s vintage of his Maipenrai

Pinot Noir will be the best yet.

Brian came to Australia with his

wife in late 1994 after securing a

postdoctoral position at Mt Stromlo.

Not long after this, he made the

stunning discovery that the universe

was not just expanding but doing so

at an accelerating rate.

After Brian’s breakthrough, he

spent a long time travelling the world.

On his return to Mt Stromlo he look-

ed for a new project.

Why not map the southern
sky?
In his mind it was obvious: an all-

sky survey of the Southern Sky. A

‘sky survey’ is where astronomers

use a telescope to take many pic-

tures covering the whole sky, and

then study these pictures to make

discoveries.

The Great Melbourne Telescope

on Mt Stromlo was ideal for this

planned Digital Sky Survey. But

then, in January 2003, this tele-

scope, along with all the others on

the mountain, was destroyed by

bush fire.

“After the shock and the smell

of smoke went out of the room we

got to thinking what we could do to

replace all the carnage,” Brian says.

Building new telescopes on Mt

Stromlo is not practical due to the

light-pollution from Canberra, so

they decided to build it on the

Observatory’s sister site in NSW:

Siding Spring Observatory.

The telescope, SkyMapper, has

now been built, and saw ‘first light’

(when the telescope is first pointed

at the sky) in 2008. The official

opening, attended by Kim Carr and

the NSW Governor, Professor Marie

Bashir, was on 25th May and it is

hoped that the telescope will be fully

operational in June.

Once is not enough

For the next five years the telescope

will take detailed pictures of each

bit of the southern night sky. And

amazingly, it will do this a total of

54 times (six times in six differ-

ent colours for the main images, as

well as a further 18 times when it

will take very short exposures).

The team decided to take multi-

ple photographs of each patch of

sky so they could see how the uni-

verse changes over time. It does

mean, however, they will spend five

to seven years analyzing all the

data.

They hope to discover more dwarf

planets like Pluto, and look back 13

billion years to nearly the beginning

of the universe to observe the strange

objects that lurk there. When they

do come across something interest-

ing, they will dial up the Hubble

Space Telescope and get more de-

tailed pictures.

As for the ladybirds…

Back down on earth there is one

problem standing in the way of this

five-year mission: ladybirds. “Lady-

bird beetles like to congregate on

shiny things on top of mountains,”

says Brian, and tens of kilograms of

them have got into the telescope.

The team hopes air-conditioning

the dome will keep them out, other-

wise more drastic measures will be

needed.

Wine and truffles in Sutton

Back at home in Sutton though,

Brian is more focused on his family,

and the agricultural projects on their

property including the Maipenrai

vineyard dedicated to superfine Pinot

Noirs. He also recently planted a

small truffle grove and hopes to

train his dog to sniff out them when

they mature in three to four years

time.

He loves sitting out at night,

staring at the stars with a glass of

wine. With Brian, though, his head

in the stars and his feet in the vine-

yard, it’s unclear which one leads to

the other.

Brian Schm idt :  Southern Sky
Survey.

TELSTRA APPLIES
CHOKE HOLD ,

COUNCIL HITS M AT
Back story sees stars

playbook on how to deal with governments)

or, (b) the community is just out of touch with

commercial reality and the carrier knows best

where to locate a radio frequency base, so, ev-

eryone knuckle under.

Council did the latter at an extraordinary

meeting on May 29. Councillors voted unani-

mously to ask that the CoW be reinstated forth-

with but also by a 7–2 vote agreed no longer

to block a 25 metre monopole on this site and

to consider another one at Bungendore at their

next meeting.

The story behind the story?
But what if there is another explanation for why

this pole has to be where it is? The Bulletin

has pieced together this alternative scenario

with some expert technical advice from the

Palerang community. It has to do with stargaz-

ing and radio frequencies.

The MOST (Molongolo Observatory Syn-

thesis Telescope) on the Hoskinstown Road

was established about 35 years ago, in a ‘radio

quiet’ valley surrounded by shielding hills.

Those who know, tell us that MOST, (which

was featured in the May Bulletin) is arguably

one of the most sensitive radio frequency re-

ceivers in the world. It is currently developing

a prototype for the giant Square Kilometre

Array radio telescope that Australia badly

wants to build in the West Australian desert.

 The MOST ‘receive’ frequency is 843mhz.

With the introduction of wireless commu-

nication including mobile phones, Telstra was

apparently allocated 825mhz to 850mhz fre-

quency range nationally. However, we’re also

told, there has been a long-standing regulatory

embargo in the Hoskinstown area on the use

of frequencies immediately around 843mhz to

shield the radio telescope.

For some reason this embargo was lifted

late in 2008, with the result that MOST was

suddenly bombarded with interfering noise

caused by mobile phones, which was widely

reported in other media in early 2009.

Then, goes this scenario, the University of

Sydney which operates MOST came to an

agreement with Telstra that the carrier would

not use the 841–845mhz frequency at the CoW

site while improving reception for mobile

phones in the area. Everyone was happy ex-

cept for the CoW’s neighbours who got to

Council. Meanwhile, the MOST connection

has been kept hush hush for reasons not im-

mediately transparent.

Ye a r  o f  A s t r o n o m y

SkyMapper:

http://msow w w.anu.edu.au/

skymapper/

Carw oo la and Hosk insto w n residents demand Council gets the CoW turned back on
(and the astronomers don’t m ind e ither).

AFFECTED MOBILE PHONE and wireless

internet users erupted in fury during the last

week of May as Telstra turned off the so-called

CoW (Cell on Wheels) temporary radio fre-

quency base in Carwoola which has functioned

as the local mobile phone tower for that part

of Palerang since last October.

The temporary unit at this particular loca-

tion and a development application for a per-

manent monopole at the site have led to much

community fear and condemnation.

In response to loud urgings from

neighbours with the CoW on their doorstep, a

majority of Palerang Councillors from the old

and new Council twice rejected the monopole

at that location as a non-complying develop-

ment, saying to Telstra: ‘why does it have to be

right next to people’s fences and there’s plenty

of other land, turn the CoW off’ and so forth.

Telstra apparently got sick of this and

flexed its service muscle by indeed turning off

the CoW in the last week of May. Reactions,

some less printable, included a realisation of

how dependent everyone has become on wire-

less transmissions, particularly in rural areas.

Depending on whom you believe, Telstra

is (a) arrogantly ignoring community wishes

and compromises (according to the Sol Trujillo

Why just there and nowhere else?
If this scenario is true, it seems like a public-

spirited thing to do, so it begs the question why

keep it quiet when it might have defused a lot

of objections and led to a compromise? It also

begs the question why is that very specific lo-

cation important? Telstra told Council it looked

at various sites and this was the most suitable.

According to our technical advisers, the site

location, although perhaps not quite so restric-

tive as Telstra claims, is important to optimally

‘block’ mobile phones from accessing the sen-

sitive frequency band that causes telescope

interference.

So there you have it: a tale of pride and

prejudice that appears to have undone a pos-

sible compromise, or a pat on the back for help-

ing out the scientists.
– Maria Taylor


